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Variety is the spice of life with ennio
ennio International is the only textile manufacturer globally whose entire purpose is the craft of designing,
customising and manufacturing nettings & casings specifically for the meat and poultry industry. They are
renowned for delivering a variety of progressive R&D outcomes, providing customers with uniquely bespoke
products and specialised service.
This point of difference ensures ennio leads the industry on a path of significant and consistent positive change
with R&D at the forefront, which will be evident once again at FoodPro 2017.
With FoodPro and ennio International both commemorating anniversaries; 50 for FoodPro and ennio
heading into their 60th year, this year’s show promises a wealth of discovery, innovation and celebration with
the ennio team. Make sure you visit Stand E42 to catch up on all the news.
Developments on new one-step treatments; incorporating flavours, colours, smoke and spices all lead the R&D
charge, along with a veritable bevy of new netting colours, patterns, proprietary shapes and sizes to
premiumise your products and revolutionise your procedures, closely behind.
In addition, ennio has new partner affiliations, increasing their international R&D consumer and market
communication exchange, the full benefit of which will be afforded to customers in the domestic market,
through insight, innovation and product range.
A select few of ennio’s partners will be represented on the stand this year, namely ambassadors from Viskase
and Walsroder Casings, Tec-Al Spices & Ingredients, Frigo Impianti refrigeration systems, Facchini Group
food machinery and R&D specialists in liquid treatments including colours, flavours, smokes, spices and new
QRA innovations.
Following Viskase’s acquisition of Walsroder Casings Group earlier this year, the impending announcement of
ennio as the official Australian Walsroder Casings Distributor coincides with FoodPro, “These are exciting times
indeed”, says Ennio Mercuri, Managing Director. “We have convened an impressive array of experts in their field
with a wealth of information and new innovations to share with our customers, so we are looking forward to the
the opportunity to discuss how we could tailor these advances and efficiencies specifically for them at FoodPro”.

